O’Toole Transportation
Case Study

O’Toole Transport founded in 1996 with one refrigerated vehicle operating from Galway. Now, the company has become the first
logistics company in Ireland to be awarded the prestigious BRC accreditation for the cross-docking and distribution of chilled and
frozen food. With a modern fleet contains more than 75 trucks and 100 trailers, O’Toole Transport entered the European market
offering a wide variety of logistics services including supermarket distribution, warehousing, seafood logistics, container and road
tanker transportation. The company reinforced its position in the UK through full FMCG temperature controlled delivery networks
that distribute chilled, frozen and ambient products from the 32 Irish counties to all UK supermarket distribution centres.
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Daniel explains “I just think that there is so much traffic between
Northern Ireland and ROI every day. We have a lot of traffic going
up there seven days a week, and that’s concerning me!“. For
instance, we are loading fresh products from Dublin to Belfast, then
from Belfast to Killyleagh, which is about an hour and a quarter
from Belfast. We then reload fresh

*3S Group is a growing research unit based in College of Business – DIT. 3S
Group was formed with a vision to become fully recognised national and
international leading centre for business processes modelling and optimisation.
The team at 3S Group work on cutting-edge technologies including real-time
simulation, optimisation and business analytics. They are leveraging on College of
Business’s established expertise in strategy, operations management and business
development to address locally relevant and globally challenging problems.

products from Killyleagh and bring
it down to cross-docking in our
Warehouse in Dublin. We then trunk
back down to a customer’s central
distribution hub in Mitchelstown, in
Cork. They do their picking at 5pm
sharp! If the transport team is not
there at 5pm, cut off time, they strike
the order off, huge knock-on effect!
These products are produced on day
one and have to be delivered on day
one”.
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The model brings together the transportation routes on an
interactive map and a performance dashboard in a single view
for better decisions’ experience. A control over different process
parameters such as trucks capacity, shipping cost, trucks speed
and fleet size are at managers fingertips so they can efficiently
test new strategies and extend the analysis to different levels.
The simulation model not only enables managers to evaluate
business performance in the existence of hard borders, but
also provides an overview on the business strategies that can
improve food delivery lead time, waste quantities and incurred
cost. Examples of these strategies are, improving the efficiency
of loading, unloading and cross-docking operations at the cities
on the transportation route and collaborating with company’s
clients to implement flexible cut-off picking times to offset
trucks delay on the borders.

Results
The important role of Scenario Mapping model in drawing
company’s strategies after Brexit has been acknowledged
by company managers. Daniel O’Toole explains “The model
could be a real game-changer for us. Examining our business
strategies under different Brexit scenarios is now more effective
and simpler”. The results show that applying hard borders
would have a damaging effect on the business performance

and threaten its continuity. Delaying trucks for one hour on
the borders will significantly increase the delay in products
delivery and quantities of product waste, which in-turn rises
transportation cost and customers’ dissatisfaction. While
improving operational efficiency would substantially mitigate
hard borders risk, achieving flexible cut-off picking times with
company’s clients would not have the same effect.
Daniel concluded:” The development of the scenario mapping
model is not an end in itself; the model would be extended
to include more transportation routes of the company and
examine other business strategies. The tool helps us make our
decision more reliable, but above all, they represent solutions
that opening new opportunities for us. We have to learn how to
utilise it best”.
The model could be extended to provide a deeper understanding
of the Brexit effect on entire business strategies and decisions.
Also, considering the fast adoption rate of information and
communication technologies, more advanced features could be
brought to the model. Dr Mahfouz commented “ with the several
advanced analytics and data management technologies, sufficient
opportunities are there to bring new features to the model based
on real time information that flows from many external data
sources such as company’s trucks, customs checkpoints and
other transportation and warehouse management systems at
client’s sites.
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